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1995 Black Swamp Invitational Tournament @ Bowling Green State University

Tossups by BGSU, et al.

1) It began in 1981 with the defection of 12 Labour party members and
offered a centrist alternative between the Conservatives and Labour. FTP
name this British political party which merged with the Liberals in 1988.
ANS : _SOCIAL DEMOCRATIC PARTY_

2) This reformist movement in Islam is the religion of the ruling family of
Saudi Arabia. Founded in the 18th century, it teaches that all accretions to
Islam after circa 950 AD were spurious. FTP, name this movement which
advocates austerity in worship and in living.
ANS : _WAHABI

3) Chiefly found in the US, Canada and Norway, it has a gray to green color
and resists acids and heat. A metamorphic rock, its characteristic mineral is
talc and appropriately enough it is used to make sinks and laundry tubs. FTP,
name this rock which has no actual cleansing powers.
ANS : _SOAPSTONE

4) It opened at New York's Fulton Theater on January 10th, 1941 with
Josephine Hull and Boris Karloff among its cast. Its characters include an evil,
long-prodigal brother, two kindly but murderous women and 12 or 13
formerly lonely, now dead, men -- buried in the cellar by another brother, who
believes he is digging for the Panama Canal. FTP, identify this play, whose
1944 movie version stars Cary Grant as Mortimer Brewster.
ANS : _ARSENIC AND OLD LACE_

5) One of his works is entitled "The Liver is the Cock's Comb." In case you
couldn't tell, a large portion of his work was influenced by the surrealist
movement. Armenian-born, this American painter's other works include "How
My Mother's Embroidered Apron Unfolds in My Life." FTP, identify this artist
who died in 1948 and who shares his name with the Russian author of The Life
of Klim Sangin.
ANS : Arshile _GORKY_
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6) Isaac commanded the Constitution during the War of 1812. William
surrendered Detroit to the British during that same war. Cordell was the
Secretary of State who persuaded Congress that the Smoot-Hawley Act
contributed to world depression. FTP, give the last name which they share
with Bobby, who scored 610 goals for the Chicago Black Hawks.

7) A native of Crete, his real name is Odysseus Alepoudelis. Scenes from the
Aegean Islands permeate his poetry. FTP, identify this author whose works
have been translated in volumes such as The Sovereign Sun and who won the
1979 Nobel Prize in Literature.
ANS : Odysseus _EL VTIS_

8) He received a medical degree in Hong Kong and practiced in that city for a
while before organizing a revolutionary league in Japan. His political theory
was based on the Three People's Principles : Nationalism, Democracy and the
People's Livelihood. FTP, identify this Chinese revolutionary who in 1911 was
named provisional president of the Chinese republic.
ANS : Sun _VAT-SEN

9) In 1995, an NCAA Division I-AA record winning streak in football came to
an end. In October, Columbia, a school associated with losing streaks, snapped
the victory skein of, FTP, what school, the 1993 and 1994 Ivy League champs.
ANS : University of _PENN_sylvania

10) Maya Angelou has written a poem for the occasion, and Rosa Parks was a
speaker. Odd, as the event is planned for men. FTP, name this October 1995
Washington event, organized by Benjamin Chavis and Louis Farrakhan.
ANS : _MILLION MAN MARCH_

11) Bounded by Croatia, Hungary, Romania, Bulgaria, Macedonia, Albania,
Montenegro, and Bosnia and Herzegovina. In the 14th century, this was the
most powerful Baltic state, but defeat at Kosovo field brought it under Turkish
rule under 1829. FTP, name this nation, currently lead by Slobodan Milosevic
and which Austria declared war on in 1914.
ANS : _SERBIA
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12) Wilt Chamberlain once scored 100 points in a single NBA game, a feat
which has never been repeated. However, a different player scored 100 points
in a collegiate game in 1952. FTP, name this basketball star at Furman
University.
ANS : Frank _SELVY_

13) Recently published manuscripts show him to be the founder of symbolic
logic. From the age of 20 on, he held various diplomatic posts under several
German princes. Among his philosophical works were Theodicy and
Monadology. FTP, identify this thinker of the 17th and 18th centuries whose
belief that a divine plan made this the best of all popular worlds was satirized
by Voltaire in Candide.
ANS : Gottfried Wilhelm LEIBNITZ_

14) This condition often occurs during an acute infection or inflammation.
FTP, give the name for this state when the number of white blood cells
increases by an abnormally large amount.
ANS : _LEUKOCYTOSIS

15) This word's roots can be traced back to Old High German where they
meant "oath companion." In Old French, this term designated a member of a
Swiss political movement. FTP, give this word which is better known for
designating the French Protestants of the 16th and 17th centuries.

16) This family of languages includes Abkhaz, Chechen and Georgian and
draws its name from a mountain system which extends 750 miles between the
Black and Caspian seas. FTP, give the name for this family of languages which
also was historically used to describe most of the light-skinned peoples of the
world.
ANS : _CAUCASIAN

17) The source for this Shakespearean play was Jorge de Montemayor's Diana,
written in the middle-16th century. Among its characters -are Julia, Sylvia and
Proteus. FTP, identify this play in which Proteus' titular counterpart is
Valentine.
ANS : _TWO GENTLEMEN OF VERONA_
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18) In 1991, David Duke's appearance in the Louisana governor's run-off
amazed many people. Now, just four years later, another surprise candidate
has made the cut for the November 18th runoff. FTP, name the so-called
"Clinton Democrat" who will face state Senator Mike Foster and who is the first
African-American to ever make the run-off.
ANS : Cleo _FIELDS_

19) Giorgio Vasari, a pupil of Michaelangelo's, said of this architectural style
that it was "a heap of spires, pinnacles and grotesque decorations lacking in all
the simple beauty of the classical orders." Pillars supported by buttresses act
as the main support for vaulted roofs, allowing large stained-glass windows to
be placed in the walls. FTP, identify this architectural style which is typified
by France's Cathedral of Notre Dame at Amiens.

20) Established in 35 BC by Herod the Great in the mountains west of the Dead
Sea, this stronghold was occupied by zealots of the Jewish Revolt of 66-70 AD.
FTP, name this fortress, taken by Rome in 73 AD after its defenders' suicides.
ANS : _MASADA

21) Born in 1598, he was a dominant figure of the Italian Baroque period. He
worked for major patrons of the day and produced sculptures in reaction
against mannerist tradtions. FTP, identify this sculptor of Rape of Proserpine
(pro-ser-pen-ny) and Apollo and Daphne.
ANS : Giovanni _BERNINI

22) An independent emirate, it covers slightly more than 4,000
and is home to roughly a half-million people. Its capital is Doha
economy, unsurprisingly, is dominated by oil. FTP, identify this
present emir is Sheikh (shake) Khalifa (kah-lee-fah) ibn Hamad
which is unusually for not containing a U in its name.

square miles
and its
country whose
al-Thani and

23) It comes from the Latin for "to be watchful" but this 9-letter word
typically conjures up negative connotations. FTP, give this word defined as
"One who takes or advocates the taking of law enforcement into one's own
hands."
ANS : _VIGILANTE_
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24) For a quick ten points, name the last person prior to George Bush to be
elected to both the Presidency and the Vice-Presidency in consecutive
elections.
ANS : Martin _VAN BUREN

25) Acquiescence is defined as "passive assent or agreement without protest."
Disavow acquiescence and, FTP, spell acquiescence.
ANS : _A-C-Q-U-I-E-S-C-E-N-C-E_
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Playoff Packet #2 Boni
Bonus Questions by BGSU, et aI.
1) (25) With the turning tide of the war in Bosnia, a Serb stronghold has
become home to over 100,000 refugees. For twenty-five points, give the twoword name of this is city, as of October 1995 the largest Serb-held city in
Bosnia.

2) (30) Most epistles attributed to St. Paul are to commumtIes in various cities.
Four Pauline epistles, however, are addressed to three different individuals.
FTP each, name these three people, named in the titles of these letters.
ANS:

3)

PHILEMON
TIMOTHY
TITUS

(30) FTP each, name the philosopher gIven the title of one of their works.
Ecce Homo
ANS : Friedrich

NEITZSCHE_

The Spirit of Laws
ANS : Charles

MONTESQUIEU

Utilitarianism
ANS : John Stuart MILL_

4) (30) We hope you've kept up on your reading for this tournament. Of the
comics page, that is! The moderator will hand you a sheet containing 6 labeled
panels from a recent comic strip. For five points each, name the comic.
ANS :

A is _DILBERT_.
B is _CALVIN AND HOBBES_.
C is _CURTIS_.
o is _ANDY CAPP_.
E is _FOR BETTER OR WORSE_.
F is _STEVE ROPER_
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5) (30) For 10 points each, answer these questions about the first female
senator.
What was her name?

In what year was she elected as first female senator?
ANS : _1932

What state did she represent

In

Congress?

ANS : _ARKANSAS

6) (30) Caused by damaged speech centers, these disorders render otherwise
normal subjects unable to communicate.
FTP, name this class of disorders.
ANS : _APHASIA_s
ALTERNATE ANSWER : _DYSPHASIA_s

The two most common aphasias cause incomprehensible speech or an
inability to "find" words. FTP each, name these two disorders.
ANS:

_WERNICKE_'s aphasia
_BROCA_'s aphasia

7) (25) Despite being a porn flick, this movie placed eleventh in box office
receipts in 1973. Answer the following questions about it for the stated
number of points.
FTP, name this wildly successful movie, whose title
evocative of government scandal and cover-up.

IS

now perhaps more

ANS : _DEEP THROAT_

For fifteen points, name the star of Deep Throat, now an anti-porn
crusader who revealed her manager forced her to make porn movies.
ANS : Linda _LOVELACE
ALTERNATE ANSWERS:

Linda _BORMAN_
Linda _MARCHIANO
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8) (30) The moderator will play three short pieces of works by Beethoven.
FTP each, identify them.
(Moderator : Play all three pieces in
stop the tape after the 3rd piece.)
ANS :

SYMPHONY #3
SONATA #23_
SYMPHONY #5_

a

row.

Make

sure

to

(Accept _EROICA_ Symphony)
(Accept _APPASSIONATA_ Sonata)

9) (30) FTP each, name these literary works with the word "Lady" in their
titles:
Tennyson poem about the Arthurian Elaine
ANS : The _LADY OF SHALOTT_

Wilde play about a jealous wife
ANS : _LADY WINDERMERE'S FAN_

Scott peom about the Scottish Douglas clan
ANS : The _LADY OF THE LAKE_

10) (30) For the stated number of points answer the following questions about
the combined Apollo/Soyuz mission.
For five points what number was the mlSSlOn under Apollo?

For five points what number was the mission under Soyuz?
ANS:

19

For ten points name either Soviet cosmonaut on the mlSSlOn.
ANS : Aleksei _LEONOV_ or Valery _KUBASOV_

For a final ten points name one of the three US astronauts
ANS: Thomas _STAFFORD_. Vance _BRAND_. or Donald _SLAYTON_
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11) (30) George Bernard Shaw let us know that "Money is the root of all
evil." However, for fifteen points each, can you identify the authors of these
other monetary sayings?
There is no road to wealth so easy and respectable as that of matrimony
ANS : Anthony _TROLLOPE_

Give crowns, and pounds, and guineas.
ANS : A.E.

But not your heart away.

HOUSMAN

12) (30) For five points each and a five points bonus for all correct, name all
countries which border Kenya.
ANS:

_SOMALlA_.
_ TANZANIA_.
The _SUDAN_.
_UGANDA_.
ETHIOPIA

13) (25) This Merovingian (mare-oh-vin-yin) succeeded his father Childeric as
King of the Franks, and defeated the Alemanni and Visigoths before being
stopped by Theodoric. For twenty-five points, name this ruler, who established
Frankish control of Gaul.
ANS : _CLOVIS
ALTERNATE ANSWERS:

CHLODWIG_
CHLODOVECH

14) (30) The moderator will hand you reproductions of three 20th-century
American works of art. Examine them and then, FTP each, identify their
creators.
ANS:

A is John _CORNELL_.
8 is Edward _HOPPER_.
C is Jasper _JOHNS_

15) (20) Published in 1934, its sexual content prevented US release until
1961. In this autobiographical novel, the author describes his many female
liaisons, including his mysterious wife Mona, and his poverty as an expatriate
In France. For twenty points, name this Henry Miller book.
ANS : _TROPIC OF CANCER
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16)

(30) For ten points each, name the mathematician.
In his novel La Disme, this man gave rules for computing with
decimals. He also suggested practical applications for them and
suggested the government adopt the decimal system.
ANS : Simon _STEVIN

His son wrote Diophantus's Arithmatica with his notes. One of the
notes asserted that x to the nth power plus y to the nth power equals z
to the nth power has no positive integer solutions if n is an integer
greater than two.
ANS : Pierre de _FERMAT_

Although he received little recogmtlOn for his work during his
lifetime, this mathematician developed set theory in 1871-1884.
ANS : Georg _CANTOR_

17) (30) FTP each, given the foreign-born conductor, name the US city whose
symphony orchestra he directs.
Seiji Ozawa
ANS : _BOSTON

Wolfgang Sawallisch

Esa-Pekka Salonen
ANS : _LOS ANGELES
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18) (30) Answer the following questions about laws concerning contracts for
the stated number of points.
First, for five points, by what letter is the term contract often
abbreviated?

Contracts dealing with buying and selling are covered by the VCc.
give the three words which spell out VCC.
ANS:

FTP,

_U_niform _C_ommercial _C_ode
_COMMON_ Law

Finally, for 15 points, what term describes a clause that releases a party
from all liability, which if contested may invalidate the entire contract?
ANS: _EXCULPATORY_ clause

19) (30) "Beef--It's what's for dinner!" When you hear these words on
television, the music you hear in the background is from American composer
Aaron Copland's ballet "Rodeo." What you might not know is that Copland was
the composer of six other ballets, spanning nearly three quarters of a century.
For 10 points each, name any three of the other ballets composed by Copland.
ANS:

_GROHG_,
_HEAR YE, HEAR YE_,
_BILLY THE KID_,
_APPALACHIAN SPRING_,
_PIED PIPER_,
DANCE PANELS_,
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20) (25) You may know the ABC's of mythology, but how about your DEF's?
For five points each answer these questions about ancient myth.
This character invented the labyrinth.
ANS : _DAEDALUS

This is the Roman name for Satyrs, mythological creatures who were
part man and part goat.

This was the place where souls of the good went after death, a place of
peace and beauty.
ANS : _ELYSIAN FIELDS_

Give the French translation of the Elysian Fields.
ANS : _CHAMPS EL YSEES_ (shomp ef-fee-say)

21)

(20)

FTP each, identify the speakers of these quotes about Lust.

In an interview with Playboy, she said "If you live in rock and roll, as I do, you
see the reality of sex, of male lust and women being aroused by male lust."
ANS : Camille _PAGLlA_

In L'Histoire (luh-his-tor-ee) de Juliette, he wrote "Lust's passion will be
served; it demands, it militates, it tyrannizes."
ANS : Marquis _De SADE_

22)

(25)

25-10, identify the filmmaker from his works.

25) You're a Big Boy Now
10)

Bram Stoker's Dracula
ANS : Francis Ford _COPPOLA_
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23) (30) OK, so you've heard plenty about Pulitzer-prize winners this
tournament. But, can hearing it once more hurt so bad? For 5 points each,
name any 6 of the 10 works to win the Pulitzer Prize for Theater during the
1980s.
ANS:

The _HEIDI CHRONICLES_,
_DRIVING MISS DAISY_,
_FENCES_,
_SUNDAY IN THE PARK WITH GEORGE_,
_GLENGARRY GLEN ROSS_,
_'NIGHT MOTHER_,
_A SOLDIER'S PLAY_,
_CRIMES OF THE HEART_,
TALLEY'S FOLLY_
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